Introduction

In the present paper, we focus on food products having a close relation with the human and natural environment of their area of origin in Portugal. In Portugal, protection of geographical names has a long tradition. In 1756, the Port wine region was the first in the world to obtain a designation associated with a regulation. At the beginning of the 20th century specific laws provided for the protection on wine geographical designations. The political justification for such legal protection was based on a vision of the role of the state in the regulation of the offer within a region, the fair competition and the land planning.

In 2006, among the 705 brand names of European products that reached the statute of PDO or PGI (http://ec.europa.eu/agriculture/foodqual/qual1_en), 93 were Portuguese, 54 PDOS and 39 PGIs (http://www.idhra.min-agricultura/produtos_tradições.com). There are 23 new products with provisory registration (http://www.idhra.min-agricultura/produtos_tradições.com). This paper concerns the Portuguese situation of the public policies and of the market related to PDOS and PGIs under Council Regulation (EEC) 2081/92 until its replacement with the Regulation (EC) 510/2006 of 20 March 2006. We also consider the Portuguese Traditional Speciality Guaranteed (TSG), three in number (with provisory registration), only to show the state of application of Regulation 2082/92 in Portugal.

Public policies related to PDO and PGI are numerous, concerning the protection system, the development of rural areas, the unfair competition, and the misleading of consumers. Furthermore, legal protection allows other policies linked to these products to be established on public basis. For example, the collective assessment of a protected product can require the creation of an inter-professional or collective body providing data and information, implementing policies, managing quality and market position.

We do not cover all the aspects of all these policies, thus we highlight the main shortcomings in the policies applied to these protected products. This review is based on the information provided by a checklist of questions concerning the public policies applied to Origin Labelled Products.
(OLPs) within the framework of the Concerted Action DOLPHINS\(^4\) and to get comprehensive and systematic information from all the UE member States (Fragata, 2003a). Open inquiry involved various relevant people of Portuguese public administration. Some information was also delivered by an inquiry carried into the Groups of Producers that do the management of the PDO/PGI use in Portugal (Fragata, 2003b).

Concerning their situation on the Portuguese market, we based our analysis on written secondary information sources as statistics and official documents published by national institution responsible for PDO/PGI management\(^5\) and several publications with research results about PDO/PGI products subject.

1- Policies in Portugal

1.1- Legal and institutional frame in the protection system

In Portugal, the public and private institutions involved in the application of EC Regulation 2081/92 are: (i) the Institute for Rural Development and Agricultural Hydraulics (IDRHa) - Ministry of Agriculture, Rural Development and Fisheries (MARDF) (public, national level), that proposes and adopts the national measures, does the management of the PDO and PGI protection system; (ii) the Group of Producers (private), that applies the registration of DOs and GIs, proposes the product specifications, allows the use and does the management of PDOs and PGIs use, promotes the products and gives the fines; (iii) the Inspection Body (private, public, professional or inter-professional institutions\(^6\)), that controls the production, certifies the products and allows the use of its certification mark in case of some infractions. Concerning the means of enforcement in relation with the monitoring and certification, the IDRHa supervises and evaluates the annual work of the Inspection Bodies and can withdraw approval from them. There are no financial sanctions imposed against the Inspection Bodies.

In Portugal there are no regional levels and regional institutions for the application of legal systems of protection for PDOs and PGIs. There are no also regional labels for the traditional products.

Out of the EC Regulation 2081/92, the Code of Industrial Property (CIP)\(^7\) institutes other legal regulations and provisions to the protection for OLPs: collective marks, which can be “marks of association” or “marks of certification”. The collective marks can belong: (i) to associations of producers, manufacturers, traders or providers of services; (ii) to some collective persons governed by private or public law which has the legal capacity to have rights of certification mark or to have rights for supervising, control or certification of economic activities. However, until now the CIP has not been applied in terms of marks of association for the OLPs no PDO or PGI, for example in the sense of the Marcia Geographic in Italy and of the Marcas de Qualita in the Autonomous Communities in Spain.

For preventing misleading of the consumers with the quality of geographical indications, the IDRHa must grant all the information concerning PDO/PGI to the Directorate-General for the Inspection and Control of Food Quality – MARDF (DGICFQ), which has legal capacity on the food quality control. The two General Directorates of the MARDF may establish regular methods of co-operation for taking precautions and actions in case of irregularities concerning the PDOs and PGIs. In reality, the DGICFQ never had some action in practice and there are no collaboration agreements between the IDRHa and the DGICFQ.

In Portugal occurs the illegal use of the origin denomination by the economic actors, as is stressed by the literature (Fragata, 1999) (Silva, 2005) and by the results of the mentioned inquiry: 89% of the Group of Producers refer to the retailers, 60% to the “another producers” and 48% to the restaurant operators, specially on the sectors of traditional sausage (100%), cheese (75%) and fresh meats (50%).

The General Inspection of the Economics Activities (IGAE) is a criminal and police service of the Ministry of Economy whose mission is to prevent and to investigate practices of economic agents that are prejudicial to the protection of consumer, on the basis of national and Community laws.

Against the misrepresentation of the PDOs and PGIs, the IGAE only did the inception of 47 proceedings concerned to frauds committed by retailers in the period of 2000 to 2005.

In normative terms, the Code of Publicity\(^8\) can fight the violation against the veracity rights on the origin and the comparative publicity.

1.2- Policies concerning the production-marketing systems

The Portuguese regulation regarding competition and anti-trust principles has been reflecting EEC Regulation since 1993. The Competition Authority has regulatory powers on competition over all sectors of the economy, including the regulated sectors, and has substantial independence with regard to the government and other state bodies\(^9\). Thus, the mission of the Competition Authority is to ensure compliance in Portugal with national and Community competition laws, which are the foundation of a market economy, with the following aims: efficient working of the markets for all products and services; a high level of technical progress;
and, above all, pursuit of the greatest benefit for consumers. There are no inquiries of our Competition Authority for disagreement on the relevant market size that concern a PDO/PGI supply chain.

Concerning the collective institutions of the supply chain, in order to improve the efficiency of the PDO/PGI supply chains, there are no “interprofessions” in Portugal: associations with no commercial statute and composed of two bodies or more (such as producers, processors, traders, sometimes retailers...) working about the protected products, which may negotiate and make decisions, in the sense of the interprofessions in France and Switzerland, of the consorzio in Italy and of the Branchenorganisationen in Germany.

These collective institutions, where public authority can enforce decisions, would be very important in Portugal, for instance in the supply chain of the most famous Portuguese cheese - “Queijo da Serra da Estrela PDO” - for organising the co-ordination between the milk producers and the industrial processors to encourage the volumes of PDO cheese production.

1.3- Policies concerning the links with rural development

The Regulation (EC) N° 1257/99 on promotion of rural development supports the Portuguese Measure “Agriculture and Rural Development”, entitled AGRIS (2000-2006), of regional level, whose Action “Development of the Quality Products” only may concern the PDO, PGI and TSG products, the organically-produced products and the IPM-produced products “and others that could be connected with the law in the future”. Until now, as OLPs the PDOs and PGI are the only parts concerned by the referred AGRIS.

The regional measure AGRIS is framed by “Portugal – Development Plan 2000-2006” and by its strategic priorities and specified targets: “promoting the quality and the innovation of agro-forestry and agro-rural production... for meeting the new demands of consumers in terms of quality and food safety; improvement of resources of the rural territory and supporting of its development and economic diversification”.

As public support for rural/local development, the PDO/PGI sectors/producers have got public subsidies, since 1995, from the national “Support Programme to Forestry and Agriculture Modernisation” (PAMAF, 1995-1999) and the regional Measure AGRIS (2000-2006). The PAMAF supported 288 projects in Portugal, with 33 210 thousand euros (61% from public funds); and until March 2005, the AGRIS supported 270 projects, with 40 548 thousand euros (51% from public aids).

From the funds of the PAMAF and the AGRIS, the singular or collective persons and their producer groups that do the management of PDOs/PGIs, in the terms of the Reg. (EEC) 2081/92, were and/or are the beneficiaries of public financial subsidies for: (i) the creation or modernisation of enterprises, investments in production, transformation and trade (enterprises equipment- buildings- transport vehicles); (ii) the promotion of their products, including the studies of characteristics description of the quality products and of their particular methods of producing; (iii) and the external communication.

The Inspection Bodies could also benefit from funds of PAMAF and of AGRIS for their creation and activity and for carrying out control and certification measures.

Only for external communication, the Producers Groups can also benefit from funds from the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF) and from the INTERREG Program. These funds are managed at regional level.

Within the frame of EU LEADER Program, the Local Action Groups, Producer Groups and Town Councils can get funds only for communication (brochures and participation in fairs) concerned the promotion of micro local products and the PDOs/PGIs.

Portuguese authorities of LEADER Program asked for improvements in the integration and co-ordination of UE programs and public policies concerned the local products and the management of the PDO and PGI system under the IDRHa, at national level. For these authorities, the PDO/PGI strategy should not be considered as the only one to promote regional products and to bring an added value to the products and its region.

In Portugal, there are no institutional tools for integrating and co-ordinating different policy tools at a local scale, as occurs in France and in Italy.

In the terms of integration of public policies, there are normative and promotional public supports aiming at creating or strengthening the links between OLPS and the Craftwork and the Gastronomy: (i) status of the artisans and of their micro-enterprises and process which can accredit these production units; (ii) organisation of regional and national contests about original culinary done with traditional products in the terms of the Portuguese Gastronomy as National and Cultural Heritage.

Since 1995, the PDO/PGI sector has drawn benefits from the production technical research and from the scientific popularisation by the Portuguese Institute of Agricultural Research (INIA) and the national Universities supported by funds of the PAMAF and of the AGRO, managed at national level.
1.4- Policies concerning the relations with consumers

About the policies concerning the relations between PDOs/PGIs and the consumers, there is no any generic promotion of these labels in Portugal for the consumers. For the Portuguese authorities, the Regulation (EC) Nº 1257/1999\(^1\) doesn’t allow the promotion of the agricultural products for the consumers because the “unjustified distortions of competition resulting from rural development measures should be avoided”. The Leader Program also doesn’t allow it.

So, the financial aids for the “reinforcement of market access capacity” of the PDO/PGI products in Portugal\(^2\) only allow to their beneficiaries: (i) the creation of packages, labels and logotypes; (ii) the production of information material (only the “creation” of brochures); (iii) and the organisation and preparation of its fairs participation. The beneficiaries of these financial aids shall be Group of Producers that does the management of the PDO/PGI use.

A generic promotion on PDO/PGI labels for consumers could be financially supported by public and national funds; however, due “the effective competition in the market” the European Commission must be notified (products in reference, period of promotion, addressee people, …) of the promotion’s intention by the national authorities and must approve that promotion.

In Portugal, the PDO/PGI supply chains do not have any public financial resources to promote their denomination as a collective product. Generally, the supply chains do not promote their protected denomination and they do not also communicate within themselves to make the PDO/PGI labels well known among all the producers. However, the communication within a supply chain could be supported by public funds from the AGRO Programme\(^3\).

Some Portuguese literature (Teixeira, 2001) and the referred inquiry to the Group of Producers support that a generic promotion will be necessary, because there is not enough knowledge and consequent valuation on PDO and/or PGI label from the point of view of the majority of Portuguese consumers. Many consumers do not recognise what these labels stand for and there is a lack of awareness of the meaning and guarantees of them.

2. Portuguese market of PDO/PGI products

The application of Reg. (CEE) 2081/92 in Portugal allowed the creation of a very high number of products with protected label, which represent about 15% of total European protected labels. The majority of Portuguese products with those protection labels are PDO (58%) among several product categories: fresh meats, specific sausages and other pork by-products, cheese, honey, olive oil and fruits. In the scope of the Reg. (CEE) 2082/92, until now there was a solicitation of TSG protection for three products, which only have provisional registrations.

2.1. Present and future market of PDO/PGI products in Portugal

The Portuguese products with PDO/PGI are traded in the national market by producer organizations (57%) or individual producers (27%) (IDRHa, 2006)\(^4\).

The production and the trade of the PDO/PGI products have very different amounts according to the sectors and products categories, as follows (IDRHa, 2004a,b) (IDRHa, 2005), (IDRHa, 2006):

- The PDO/PGI meat production had a positive evolution (more 54% between 1997 and 2003) (Fig. 1) and represents 3% of bovine meat national production approved for the consumption;

- The PDO/PGI lamb production represents 10% of this kind of national lamb production and had an irregular evolution, with oscillations between 1997 and 2004 (Fig. 2);

- Among five PDO/PGI kid goat, only three are in the market, representing 3% of kid goat national production approved for the consumption and has revealed stability after 1999 (Fig. 3);

---

\(^1\) Of 17 May 1999, on support for rural development from the European Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee Fund (EAGGF).

\(^2\) Action Nº 2 of Regional Measure AGRIS supported by the Regulation (EC) Nº. 1257/1999.

\(^3\) Measure Nº 10 “ Agro-Rural Specialized Services “.

\(^4\) www.idhra.min-agricultura.pt
The PDO “Alentejano” pork meat is the only PDO product in the pork fresh meat sector, with a production of 378 tons, which represents 0.1% of the pork meat national production approved for the consumption;

- The traditional and very specific sausage sector, with 30 PDO/PGI, is particularly rich in origin-protected labels. Despite the increasing number of products with regular presence on the market, the national production of this kind of products had an irregular evolution, with a negative trend in the last four years (Fig. 4) and represents only 1% of the sausage national production (INE, 2002).

The “Alheira de Mirandela” STG (98 tons) and the “Presunto de Barrancos” PDO (26 tons) lead these products market in Portugal (IDRHa, 2006). The remainder is of small or micro scales;

There are 13 PDO honeys in Portugal, but just 5 are in the market. The PDO honey production increased from 1997 to 2001, but decreased after that (Fig. 5), representing in 2003 just 1% of the honey national production;

The 14 Portuguese PDO cheeses are sheep cheese (7), from goat milk (1), from a sheep and goat milk mixture (4) and of cow milk (2). The sheep and/or goat PDO cheese production reveals stability (Fig. 6) and represents 8% of the same kinds of cured cheeses national production.

The two cow cheeses – “Queijo de São Jorge” and “Queijo do Pico” – are responsible for about 16.5% of cured cow cheeses national production;

- In the olive oil sector, there are 7 PDO products, which have about 1000 tons of overall production, equivalent to 2.5% of olive oil national production (Tibério, 2004). After an initial period of growth, the PDO olive oil production in Portugal seems to be in fall (Fig. 7);

The 14 PDO/PGI fresh fruits include diversified products as apple (5 products), cherry (2), pear (one), peach (1), prune (1), pineapple (1), passion fruit (1), citrus (1) and cherimoya (1), the majority with regular presence in the market. The PDO/PGI fresh fruits production volume has increased (Fig. 8) and represents 5% of the national production for the several categories of fruits considered. The PDO “Pera Rocha do Oeste” (pear) is the most important with 67% of the PDO/PGI fresh fruits production;

---

22 It is “Alentejano” because it is produced in a Portuguese region in the south with the name of “Alentejo”.
23 It is a very specific sausage.
- In **other fruits** sector, there are PDO for almonds (1 product), canned black olives (2) and chestnuts (4), but these products do not appear in the market regularly.

Generally, we may refer that the production of PDOs/PGIs in Portugal has been increasing gradually, but its market share is low in the context of the respective markets of reference. To explain this situation, Tibério (2004) emphasizes some factors, as: (i) the diversity of resources, dynamic and capacities of the PDO/PGI managing entities to differentiate and to commercialize the product; (ii) the “top-down” generation of some processes of PDO/PGI register and management; (iii) the nature and commercial dimension of each product; (iv) and the sustainability of the traditional channels in the retail trade.

### 2.2. Weight of multiple retailers and small retailers in marketing of PDO/PGI products

The enterprises that produce PDO/PGI products have several supply chains at their disposal and they can choose between politics of intensive, exclusive or selective distribution, according to the target, the nature of the products and the sales volume (Tibério, 2004).

In the diverse sectors of the Portuguese products with protected origin, significant differences are observed in the marketing channels, as follows (IDRHa, 2004a, b) (IDRHa, 2005); (IDRHa, 2006):

- In **meat**, the supermarkets and hypermarkets are the most important supply chain (66%), followed by the butchers (9%), wholesalers (9%), restaurants (8%) and direct sale to the consumer (3%). Only in one of these products – the PGI “Carne de Bovino Cruzado dos Lameiros de Barroso” – the butchers (50%) and restaurants (25%) are the most important marketing channels.

- In **lamb**, the Group of Producers prefers the supermarkets/hypermarkets (95%). The butchers (2%) and the restaurants (2%) are less important channels.

- In **kid goat**, there is no clear supremacy of any channel: supermarkets/hypermarkets (42%), restaurants (34%), butchers (10%), direct sale (7%) and other channels (6%).

- In **pork meat**, the only PDO – “Carne de Porco Alentejano” – is commercialized by its group of producers through supermarkets/hypermarkets (30%), wholesalers (30%), butchers (30%), restaurants (10%).

- In **traditional and very specific sausage products**, the supermarkets/hypermarkets have been loosing their importance in the distribution. However, they are still the most important channel (45%), followed by the middlemen (33%), the traditional commerce (14%), the fairs and restaurants (5%) and the direct sales (3%).

- In **honey**, the sale to the traditional retail (30%), and the direct sales (28%), is the most important marketing channel, followed by the supermarkets/hypermarkets (19%) and fairs (19%). However, the PDO “Mel do Parque de Montesinho” is specially traded through middlemen (80%) and the PDO “Mel do Alentejo” is sold mainly through supermarkets/hypermarkets (90%).

- In **cheeses**, the most important channels are the supermarkets/hypermarkets (60%), the middlemen (24%) and the traditional commerce (13%). The direct sales (2%) and the fairs and restaurants (1%) are not very significant. The middlemen are the most important marketing channels for the PDO “Queijo de Cabra Transmontano” (goat cheese) and the PDO “Queijo de Azeitão” (sheep cheese). The supermarkets/hypermarkets are the most important marketing channels for the PDOs: “Queijo Serra da Estrela”, “Queijo de Castelo Branco”, “Queijo da Beira Baixa”, “Queijo Terrincho” “Queijo de Évora”, “Queijo de Nisa”, “Queijo de Serpa”. For the PDO “Queijo Rabaçal”, the fairs and restaurants are the most important channels.

- In **olive oils**, the supermarkets/hypermarkets (35%) replaced the traditional commerce (27%) as the most important distribution channel. The direct sales (16%), the middlemen (7%) and the fairs and restaurants (5%) are other channels used. The exportations represent about 5% of total sales of PDO olive oils. There are also some differences between each PDO: the direct sale is the most important for the “Azeite da Beira Baixa” (90%). The supermarkets/hypermarkets are more relevant for the “Azeite de Moura” (43%) and the middlemen (60%) for the “Azeite do Norte Alentejano”.

- In **PDO fruits**, the exportation markets are the principal destination for PDO fruits, due to the contribution of the PDO “Pêra Rocha do Oeste”and of the PGI “Citronos do Algarve”. In internal market, the middlemen (59%) and supermarkets/hypermarkets (27%) are the principal channels. The traditional commerce is very important for the commercialization of PDO fruits from “Portalegre” region (about 70%).

### 3. Interest and perception of consumers in PDO and PGI products

#### 3.1- PDO/PGI Consumer’s Knowledge, Interest and Shopping Place

The Portuguese population knowledge of PDO/PGI concept is yet small. A survey undertaken in 1998 on the basis of a convenience sample of 1000 Portuguese consumers (Santos, 1998) concluded that a little more than 60% of those surveyed were ignorant about PDO or PGI labels. In most recent surveys, only 54% of 925 consumers sample
said that they knew PDO label24 and a smallest number of 25% knew PGI concept (Teixeira, 2004) and, for the specific case of beef meat, only 38% had heard about PDO and 26% about PGI for beef25 (Marreiros & Ness, 2004).

In some of the referred studies, a correlation was identified between consumer preference for some specific PDO products – olive oil and beef (Teixeira, 2004) (Santos, 1998) and traditional “alheira” sausages (Santos, 1998) – and previous knowledge about the existence of the PDO and PGI product designations.

In a survey on 1001 Portuguese wine consumers, Silvério (2000) concludes that considerable consensus existed on the importance of the origin region as a primary element in customer choice and that perceptions of the relative qualities of PDO wines tended to be formed on the basis of product attributes evaluation, being the number of which increased with the frequency of wine consumption.

Another research on a survey of Lisbon region cheese consumers (Monteiro & Lucas, 2001) reveals that the PDO attribute is the most important in Portuguese traditional cheese choice26.

About consumers shopping place, Teixeira (2004) found that the majority of consumers buy PDO products in supermarkets/hypermarkets and Monteiro (1999) also concluded that most common places of purchase for PDO cheeses are supermarket (most of 40% of establishments referred) and hypermarkets (almost 30% of the purchases). However, in the specific case of PDO beef consumers, 76% of them still prefer to buy it usually in the butchers, because they trust more in the butcher and in the quality of the product (Marreiros & Ness, 2004).

3.2- PDO/PGI Consumer’s Perceptions, Preferences and Added Value

The reason for buying PDO beef is due to its quality, control and safety (Marreiros & Ness, 2004). These authors also found that eating quality in beef consumption refers to a fresh, tasteful, tender beef and its choice in shop depends on its freshness, color, butcher’s advice and brand or quality label27.

Several studies show that the origin is, for some consumers (market segments), an attribute that adds value to the agro-food products (Teixeira, 2004; Marques & Teixeira, 1998).

However, to the majority of Portuguese consumers, there is a weak differentiation between PDO/PGI and non-PDO/PGI products from the same region, as the olive oil (Teixeira, 2004; Marreiros, 1997) and the beef meat (Teixeira, 2004).

More than one half of the PDO beef consumers lack information and are uncertain about the PDO/PGI labels (Marreiros & Ness, 2004). This lack of information about the Portuguese PDO/PGI labels benefits recommends for their informative divulgation, to reinforce the cognitive elements and to improve the credibility of these labels (Teixeira, 2001). The increase of the consumer awareness on the PDO/PGI labels is also considered important to PDO/PGI labels can add more value to the regional products (Van Ittersum et al., 2000).

3.3- PDO/PGI Consumer’s Profile and Market Segmentation

There are segments of consumers that tend to evaluate or consume PDO/PGI products. In two experiments with regional products consumer’s sample, it was concluded that almost 20% of those consumers valued more olive oil PDO and about 35% of the sample valued more beef PDO (Teixeira, 2004). Another study shows that the PDO beef consumers represent 46% of the consumers of beef28 (Marreiros & Ness, 2004).

In Portugal, consumers with the highest levels of education and purchasing power, belonging to highest social status (A, B and C) and having more qualified professions seem to be the primary targets for PDOs. They tend to value more this kind of products, according to experiment results with cheese (Monteiro, 1999), olive oil (Marques & Teixeira, 1998; Teixeira, 2004) and beef meat (Teixeira, 2004). This can be explained for the highest PDO prices (versus non-PDO) and by few dissemination of information about PDO benefits, which can limit their knowledge to the consumer best informed.

Teixeira (2004) found that the consumers with a more positive attitude, better knowledge and consumption or buying experience of PDOs also tend to add more value to olive oil and beef meat with PDO.

4- Expected evolution and conclusions

Based on the Portuguese experience and on the CAP Reform 2003 bias concerning the new challenges for Member States and regions to decide on food quality measures, some evolution is expected. Both in the Portuguese institutional frame of the protection system and in the links with the production-marketing systems and the rural development, the accepted developments are:

- The evaluation and debate of the IDRHa activity as the national authority for the management of the PDO and PGI system;
- The improvement of proceedings concerned the legal capacities and responsibilities of the Producer Groups and
of the Inspection Bodies in terms of no conformities to the product requirements;
- The extent of financial aids to OLPs no PDO or PGI (collective marks, traditional and craft products) that may be connected in the future with the Portuguese Measures concerned the Rural Development;
- The creation of national schemes designed to improve the quality of agricultural products and the production processes used\(^{29}\);
- The creation of institutional tools for integrating and co-ordinating different policy tools at a local scale;
- The improvements in the integration and co-ordination of UE programs and public policies concerned the local products;
- The creation of a national observatory for the PDO and PGI products that produce updated information to support decision-making process in the national policy for these oigin labels protection.

In Portugal, the PDO/PGI products are commercialized by the respective group of producers (57%) or by the individual producers (27%) and have the national market as predominant destination. Usually, they adopt an intensive distribution politics and they diversify the distribution channels.

Among the various sectors of products and the products of the same sector, significant differences are observed. However, a predominance of certain channels is verified: supermarkets/hypermarkets in the olive oil and in the meat, lamb and pork meat; supermarkets/hypermarkets and restaurants, in the kid goat; supermarkets/hypermarkets and middlemen in the cheese and fruits; and traditional retail and direct sales, in the honey.

Generally, the small retailers do not assume a great importance in the distribution process, which is controlled over all for the supermarkets/hypermarkets. And the restaurant channel hasn’t also a relevant role in the PDO/PGI products distribution. This channel is only relevant for three PDO/PGI\(^{23}\).

If you take into consideration the small volumes of PDO/PGI products which have been commercialized until now, the PDO/PGI products market seems to have further progression edge. However, the general situation may not be changed in a significant way, because in the Group of Producers (Fragata 2003b): (i) 47% of them consider that similar products to PDO/PGI/STG have assured its market and are sold by the producers without loss on the sale price; (ii) 47% of them admit that cheaper and similar products for the consumers exist in the market; (iii) and 68% of them relate that the amounts supplied for the producers have satisfied the demand of its products.

On the other hand, the evolution of the Portuguese PDO/PGI products will be much differentiated among products and sectors. That evolution will be conditioned by both the dynamics and the capacity of the supply chains to export the products with better reputation. It also depends on the increasing of the purchasing power concerned to the internal market consumers.

Finally, from the entrance in the market of more 23 new products with provisory register currently, it is foreseeable that the total market of PDO/PGI products increases.

The concept of the origin-label (PDO or PGI) associated with food products remains unknown to the majority of Portuguese consumers. This lack of knowledge could explain the low level of differentiation that the consumers make between PDO/PGI and non-PDO/PGI products from the same region.

However, regardless of whether products are origin labeled or not, a significant section of Portuguese consumers use the region of origin as a key product attribute in choosing what to buy. This behavior points out that the geographical origin and the locality reputation is important in the consumers’ perceptions.

Among Portuguese consumers, there appears to be a strong positive correlation between the preference for PDO/PGI products and some key socio-economic variables – such as education level, purchasing power, social class and type of occupation/profession – and other consumer behavior variables, such as attitudes, knowledge and consumption or buying experience of origin labeled products.
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